The Dilemma Facing Modern Man
Rev. F. X. Shea, S.J. resigned this month
as assistant director of the A&S Honors Program in response to a report from the Honors
Advisory Committee extremely critical of the
Programs' experimental course entitled "Modern Man: The Cultural Tradition."

Fr. Shea's resignation is the latest in a long
series of incidents involving the Modern Man
Program.
Coming on the heels of the Committee report, the resignation will probably put both
Modern Man and the entire Honors Program
into the academic spotlight this year.
For a report of the history of the course.
the history of its criticism, and the views
of the students taking it, see the centerfold.
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Students Pick Brooke And Volpe
Sargent & Richardson Also Winners

Liquor In Dorms Permission
Expected After Thanksgiving

A total of 766 students voted
Monday, Oct. 31 in the mock election held in the cafeteria in McElroy Gammons. The results

were as follows:
In Massachusetts: TJ. S. Senator: Edward Brooke (R)
450;
281;
Sometime after Thanksgiving it is expected that Endicott Peabody (D)

Girls' Drive For Equal Rights
Seeks Stu. Govt, Alumni Aid

?

?

The drive to admit women into the College of Arts
Governor: John A. Volpe (R)
the administration will grant all male dormitory stu- 411; Edward J. McCormack (D) anid Sciences went to student government and local
dents over twenty-one years of age the privilege of
331; Lieutenant Governor: alumni for support this week.
keeping and consuming alcoholic beverages in their Francis Sargent (R)
374; JoMartha-Ann Brazier and her cation at Boston College is, and
seph McGuire (D)
345; Attor- co-workers Kathy Moneau and how women might fit into this
rooms.
?

?

?

?

At the present time it is expressly forbidden for all students,
regardless of age, either to possess or drink intoxicating liquors
on the campus
dormitories included.
?

In view of the liberal regulations at such neighboring universities as Tufts and Harvard, however, members of the Council of
Resident Men decided to study
the situation at Boston College
and determine the feasibility of

allowing on-campus drinking privileges for non-minors.

Last year the Council met with
representatives of the Administration to discuss the reasonable
introduction of alcohol into the
dormitories for students over
twenty-one.

In the spring the topic of dormitory drinking rose again. This
time it was at a Sodality meeting. Again no action was taken
but interest in the changing of
the regulations did not subside.

ney General: Elliott Richardson
(R)
385; Francis BellotrJ (D)
347; Secretary of State: Kevin
624; Raymond TruWhite (D)
85; Treasurer: Robert
del (R)
562; Joseph FernanCrane (D)
131; Auditor: Thaddes (R)
492; John
deus Buezko (D)
Buckley (R)
215.
In New York: Governor: Nel410;
son Rockefeller (R)
213; F. D.
Frank O'Connor (D)
Roosevelt, Jr. (L)
75.
?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

In Michigan: Governor: George

616; Zoltan FerLast week Mike Mastronardi Romney (R)
118.
and his fellow council members ency (D)
met with Fr. Edward Hanrahan, In California: Governer: EdS.J., director of resident men, mund Brown (D)
526; Ronald
and discussed the problem with Reagan (R)
209.
him. Mastronardi pointed out that
In Illinois: US Senator: Charles
the privilege was being sought Percy (R)
371; Paul Douglas
only for students over twenty-one, (D)
340.
and therefore would not be jeopIn Oregon: US Senator: Mark
ardizing the school legally. He
376; Robert DunHatfield (R)
anGeorgetown,
also noted that
(D)
can
303.
other Jesuit university, had alIn Massachusetts: Referendum
ready made the concession.
Fr. Hanrahan agreed with the Question: Would you favor the
tax, or
councilers but stipulated that continuation of the sales
the
of
the
abolition
sales
tax
and
some sort of guidelines would
graduated
the
establishment
of
a
the
up
have to be drawn
before
income tax modeled on the Fedchange could take effect.
eral graduated income tax? Sales
Mastronardi,
According to Mike
524; Graduation Income
the student must realize that with Tax
Tax
217.
the privilege comes added responsibility. " The entire success On each Ballot there was a
of the privilege lies with the space left for a possible write-in
candidate, with the following reseniors."
The new rules can be adopted sults:
as soon as acceptable guidelines In Massachusetts: US Senator:
?

?

Dramatists Say
Fry Won't Burn
The Dramatic Society will present its final performance of
Christopher Fry's The Lady's Not
For Burning tonight at 8:30 p.m.
in Campion auditorium.
The play is a "black comedy"
which centers around a soldier's
desire for death as an lescape
from the world's corruption. His
love for an accused "witch" saves
him from a death symbolic of
futility.
Stan Bowker will play Thomas
Mendip, the cynical soldier who
"wants to be hanged." Donna

Martinelli has the role of Jennet,
the girl who proves to Thomas
that there are some things in
life worth living for.
Admission for the public is
$1.50 and for the students $.75.

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

(Continued

on Page Five)

(Continued on Page Four)

Virginia Meany took their crusade
for equal educational rights for
women to the Campus Council,
the A&S Student Senate and the
South Shore Alumni Association.
Miss Brazier has spoken to
members of the Campus Council
about the possibility of a Council
sponsored poll to sound the sentiment of students in A&S, Education and possibly Nursing about
the idea of a change in the academic policy regarding girls.
Nothing has been decided formally by the Council, however,
since no formal proposal for holding a poll has been presented to
them.
The A&S Student Senate will
poll its students on the issue Nov.
14 in Lyons Hall. Their decision
to hold the poll was the result of
a meeting Wednesday night in
which Miss Brazier asked their
support, requesting them specifically to draft a resolution advocating that women at Boston College be permitted to earn the
same A.B. degree that men in
A&S receive.
Currently students in Education
can only receive a B.S. degree in
Education.
A&S Senate Chairman William
Durkin appointed a committee under George Didden to investigate
the entire matter thoroughly before the Senate takes any action.
The committee, according to
Durkin, will determine what the
academic purpose of Jesuit edu-

purpose.

It will also attempt to determine through the development office how much of an effect admitting an increased number of
women would have on alumni
contributions.
Durkin pointed out to the Senate
that women graduates generally
give less money to their colleges
(Continued on Page Four)

Olga Stone Has
Concert In Ed.
On Sunday afternoon, Nov. 6,
at 2:30, Olga Stone, pianist and
member of the faculty and Einar
Hansen, Danish violinist, who has
played many years with the Boston Symphony Orchestra, will
give a duo concert in Campion
Hall Auditorium.
Miss Stone has appeared as
soloist with the Boston Pops, and
has given recitals since childhood. Mr. Hansen introduced Glazounoff's Violin Concerto under
Dimitri Mitropoulos at Athens,
Greece, and has toured the world.
He has performed before many of
the royal families of Europe.
The program Nov. 6 is: Sonata
in C minor No. IV
J. S.
Bach; Sonata in A major "KreuBeethoven; Duo Conzer".
certante . Igor Stravinski.
The concert is open to the public without charge.

...

..
. .
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Heights News Briefs
Young Reps

and former executive secretary to book of poems, Rivers Into Is- work. He was assistant editor of and Dobel were the best negative
the World Council of Churches in lands, and has published widely The Nation magazine
and Wash- team, and Lawson received the
Gov. John A. Volpe will speak Geneva, Switzerland. The lecture in the magazines. He was one of
ington
bureau
chief
of
the
defunct second best negative speaker
in Cushing 1 at 4 p.m. The gov- will be held in Bapst Library Au- the founders of the little maga- newspaper
PM. He joined the award.
ditorium, and will be open to the zine, Deep River Packet, and colernor's speech, sponsored by the
public free of charge.
laborated with Robert Blythe and New York Post's Washington burOn the varsity level, Frank PorBoston College Young RepubliJames Wright in translating eau in 1946 and became editor in
Wayne Hoffman, John Payll
celli,
cans, will be followed by an open
1949.
Poems by Cesare Vallejo.
Convocation
and
Ron
Jerutis were third in the
reception in the Cushing faculty
Winship, who is continuing a
Knoepfle's special interest is
In an attempt to bring religion
tournament
with a 6-2 record.
lounge, where students and faculand the real world closer togeth- preservation of the idioms of the family tradition in newspaper Rayll
and
Jerutis
were the second
opportunity
work,
to meet er,
is a Harvard graduate and
ty will have
the Arlington Street Church Mississippi valley. He has colserved
in
negative
the
U.S.
Coast
Guard
as
best
team as they went
and speak with Gov. Volpe. Also is presenting a marathon convo- lected a library of 3000 tapes of
combat
correspondent
in
World
undefeated.
Ron was named third
expected to be present at the re- cation on Saturday, Nov. 14, un- conversations with riverboat peoWar 11. He began his newspaper speaker among
etc.
ple,
heading
der
the
of"The
Future
the 70 debaters in
ception are Charlie O'Rourke of
career on the Washington Post as
BC football fame, and Carl Yaz- of Freedom."
Knoepfle is an assistant pro- a reporter specializing in city af- the tournament.
stremski and Tony Conigliaro of Leading a fourteen-hour session fessor of English at St. Louis fairs and national politics. In 1956 This weekend will see the Fulof speeches, panels, and discus- University. During service in the he became the Globe's Washing- tonians at Emory University in
the Boston Red Sox.,.
sions will be poet Allen Ginsberg, Navy he served as a frogman. ton correspondent and moved
author-lecturer Mrs. Bonaro Ovback to Boston in 1958 to become Atlanta, Georgia, and the universerstreet, psychologist Solomon
Correction
the Globe's assistant managing ity of Chicago Tournaments.
Ford
Forum
magazine
Asch and Ebony
editor
editor. He was advanced to manJames A. Wechsler, editor of aging
Correction: The Heights would
editor in 1962 and to his
Lerone Bennett, who coined the the
WVBC
Post,
like to correct a mistake in the phrase "Black Power." The afNew York
and Thomas present post of editor in
1965.
Winship, editor of the Boston
Oct 28 artic'.e on the Coffee House.
Beginning at 9:00 p.m., next
fair is hoped to develop into a
Both speakers will answer quesThe article states that "prospective true creative confrontation, and Globe, will discuss the forthcomTuesday,
November 8, WVBC
should read that prospective per- is open to the general public be- ing elections when they appear tions from the audience. Doors
will
provide
quick and compreplatform
open
p.m.
on the Ford Hall Forum
at 7:45
formers should contact: Barry ginning at 9 a.m.
and the public
in Jordan Hall, Gainsboro Street, is cordially invited to attend.
C.W. Doherty, 13 Fallon Place,
hensive coverage of the election
Boston, on Sunday, Nov. 6, at 8
Cambridge, Mass., tel. no. 491results in Massachusetts and
p.m. Dean Clarence Q. Berger of
-8T65.
Younger Poet
throughout the nation. Paul White
Fulton
Brarideis will preside.
and Frank Salimbene of the
Knoepfle,
regionalist
John
a
Last weekend the Fulton SoWVBC
news staff will be anchorThe nationally-known journal- ciety sent both its varsity and
poet whose territory is the valley
Theology Lecture
ing the news desk, tieing in the
Washington
ists,
from
both
former
corto
Mississippi,
University
of the
will read
freshmen the Boston
reports of WVBC's own newsmen
On Monday, November 14, at his poems next Wednesday, No- respondents, will speak on "Po- Tournament.
p.m.
Theology
8:00
the
at key points in the Boston area
DepartRealignments
litical
presentation
Day:
9,
in a
of
of the
vember
Sears,
Davis,
ment will present a lecture en- the
John
John
Charles
with the news from the United
Younger Poets Series. The The National Scene, the Local
Lawson,
Goodman,
titled "Mankind's Longing for reading will
Tom
Press
Pat
DoInternational. Adding combe in the Residents' gcene."
Unity: Illusion or Reality." The
bel, and Charlie Brown combined mentary and analysis to the eveLounge, McElroy Commons, at 8
Wechsler, a graduate of Colum- for a 10-2 freshman record. As a ning will be Dr. Gary Brazier,
lecture will be delivered by F. Ro- p.m.
bia, has devoted more than 25 result of this record they won the chairman of the Boston College
bert Nelson, professor of systematic theology at Boston University Knoepfle is the author of a years to magazine and newspaper second place team trophy; Brown department of political science.
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SENIORS

Accounting, Business Administration, Arts,

Math, Science Majors
CAREERS IN
NEW YORK STATE GOVERNMENT
Representatives and Exhibits will be on campus Wednesday, November 16, 1966.
Call the Placement Office for details.
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SPECIAL TO BOSTON COLLEGE STUDENTS
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Present this coupon atBurger King window. Limited:! per customer. Not good after Nov. II, 1964

AVIS RENT A CAR
IS NOW TRYING HARDER' FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS
Our low weekend special is for students, and only
$17.00 plus I Ic per mile, from noon Friday
until 9:00 A.M. Monday morning.

quality beef, broiled, not greasy fried,
tomatoes, lettuce, pickles, onions,

with

Dial our Prudential Center office phone:
267-5151

MINIMUM AGE: 19 YEARS

Avis features Plymouth

Hold Your "After-The-Game" Parties
at the New, Beautiful,

TOE HIGHLANDS RESTAURANT
CORK AND BOTTLE LOUNGE
Entertainment Nightly in Lounge
Hot Hor d'oeuvres Served 5 P.M. to 7 P.M.
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DINNER SPECIALS FROM $2.50
Featuring Sizzling Steaks, Lobster & Seafood
Italian Specialties (Served Daily)
ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR SOCIAL FUNCTIONS
For Reservations Call 332-4400
Open daily?except Sunday?from 12 Noon,
Saturday at 5 P.M.

1114 Beacon St., Newton Highlands
(Corner of Walnut Street)

l

210 BRIGHTON AVE, ALLSTON, MASS.
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Day-Hops Organization
Seeks Parking Solution
The Commuters' Council last week took the problem of parking facilities
for day students to the administration.
New Chairman of the Council,
Kenneth Phalen, A&S '68, accompanied by three executive board
members and three officers met
with the President of BC, the
very Rev. Michael P. Walsh, S.J.,
last Thursday. The parking problem was the chief topic of discussion. Fr. Walsh, according to
Phalen, was sympathetic to the
problem, indicating that his executive assistant, Fr. George
Dorr, S.J., is already studying
parking facilities on campus. He
suggested that the Council's own
George
Delaney,
researcher,
CBA '67, join Fr. Dorr on working in this area.
Also discussed at the meeting
was the possibility of a student
anion. Fr. Walsh agreed that
there is a need for one, but
that the projected women's
dorms have priority over such
a union at present.
Fr. Walsh stressed his firm support of the Commuters' Council,
adding that students should be
encouraged to take on such re-

sponsibilities.

Phalen is optimistic about the
results of the meeting with Fr.
Walsh. He said, "Father Walsh
seems to have a good grasp of
the problems of commuting students, and of all the students in
general. The students shouldn't

take a critical view on every

era' Council is a subcommittee
of the Campus Council.
Kenneth Phalen took over duCommenting on the Council's
ties of Chairman of the CC last newly-initiated Riders' Board,
week, due to the resignation of Phalen said that, as yet, he is
Joe Ryan, A&S '68. Peter Mullin, awaiting reports as to its suc-

point toward the administration."

A&S '68, assumed the vice-chairman's place in turn, while Daniel
Ciampa, CBA '69, replaced Mullin on the executive board.
on
Commenting
differing
views between Ryan and him-

cess. The Board is an attempt
to assist students in setting up
car pools.
Membership of the Council has
risen by more than 450, most of
them freshmen. Phalen hopes to
self, Phalen indicated that Ryan
attract a large number of upperfavored the present subordinate
classmen as well. "Many stustatus of the Council, while dents," he complained, "think
Phalen prefers autonomous status. At this time, the Commut-

Father Walsh gives his views on parking facilities to Ken Phalen

Higgins Convocation November 11-12
Scientific seminars and an academic convocation will mark the
dedication of Higgins Hall, the
new science center, on November
11 and 12.
Leading scientists will participate in three seminar sessions on
Friday. The convocation on Saturday, November 12, includes an
address by Dr. Donald F. Hornig, special advisor to President
Lyndon Johnson on scientific affairs.
Honorary

degrees will

fwtmJtMd
(Jmfmf

\u25a0

awarded by Very Rev. Michael Synthesis in Synchronously Divid- Anemia
Cure to ComprehenP. Walsh, S.J., president of ing Cells."
sion."
Boston College, to four distinIn another Friday morning
At Saturday's convocation
guished scientists at the convoseminar, Dr. Van Allen will among those in the academic
speak on "Exploration on the profession will be delegates
cation.
1
In addition to Dr. Hornig, they Planets."
from one hundred American
Dr.
George
are
W. Beadle, presiAt the same session, Dr. Fred- colleges, universities, and scident, University of Chicago; Dr. erick R. Morganthaler of MIT entific societies, as well as facWilliam B. Castle, professor of will speak on "Magnetoelastic ulty members of Boston Colmedicine at Harvard University Waves in Ferrimagnetic Cryslege.
and of Boston City Hospital; and tals."
Dr. George Beadle, Nobel prize
Dr. James Van Allen, professor In an afternoon seminar, three
winning
biologist and president of
of physics, University of lowa.
scientists will speak. Dr. Keith the University
of Chicago, will
Friday
professor
Porter,
The seminar on
features R.
of zoology at
be
greetings of the acadeliver
the
Dr. Sidney W. Fox, professor of Harvard University, will speak on
demic community.
chemistry, University of Miami "The Cell and Electron MicroThe convocation address will be
(Fla.). He will speak on"A scopy." Dr. Edrnond M. Dewan,
by Dr. Homig.
delivered
Molecular Matrix for Spontaneous biophysicist at the Data Sciences
Richard Cardinal Cushing will
Generation."
Laboratory, Air Force Cambridge
Dr. Otto H. Scherbaum, profes- Rsearch Laboratory, Bedford, give the invocation, and the welsor of zoology, University of Cali- Mass., will speak on "Cybernet- coming address will be by Bosfornia at Los Angeles, will speak ics and Biological Rhythms." Dr. ton College president Father
?

on "Control of Macromolecular Castle will speak on "Pernicious Walsh.

New England's Largest Store
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(Continued on Page Five)
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New Calendar Proposal
Eliminates 'Lame-Ducks'
A change in the 1967-68 academic calendar
is currently under consideration by the Office
of the Vice President.
One possible change would entail starting
classes on the feasts of All Saints and Immaculate Conception, and starting Christmas vacation on Dec. 21 after the completion of semester

exams.
A specific drawback of this proposal is that
it does not provide for a reading week before
exams. Because of this and other conflicts, consideration is being given other propositions.

wr Christmas
fmployment
? Selling and non-selling positions
? Day and evening hours schedules

The advantage of the proposed modification, according to Rev. Charles F. Donovan, S.J., academic vice-president, "would
be the elimination of the lame duck class

days after Christmas vacation." These days
in the past served no particular purpose.
Several educational policy committees, as
well as certain deans and chairmen, are currently soliciting faculty opinion. Father Donovan is also seeking student opinion through the
means of the Student Senates. It is urged that
students express their views concerning the proposed change to their class representatives.
This revised schedule is currently in effect
at Holy Cross. Classes began on the Thursday
following Labor Day for those students. A firm
decision concerning the change here at BC,
however, if it is to effect next year's academic
calendar, will have to be made before the BC
Administration has a chance to find how the
students and' faculty at Holy Cross fared with
the program.

J. F. Clunan and Associates

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
"Member, 1966 Million Dollar Round Table"
HU 2-4900
75 Federal Street. Boston, Mass.
?

SPECIALIZING IN ESTATE PLANNING AND LIFE INSURANCE

Excellent store benefits including liberal discount on store
purchases. This would be a good time for you to investigate
retailing as a career which offers unlimited opportunities.

Apply at Employment Office

31 BEDFORD STREET, BOSTON
Monday thru Saturday 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

CARL A. CYR
Class of '63
566-0530

,

JACK CLUNAN
Class of '56
665-3314

CHARLIE SMITH
Class of '66
325-2490
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4 BC Students Present
At Princeton Peace Talk
Four members of the Boston College Catholic Peace Fellowship represented
BC last weekend at an intercollegiate conference on"The Future of World Order:
Prospects for Peaceful Change."

Ail unidentified coed fills in her ballot in the mock election held Monday
in McElroy cafeteria.

Haley Mills, Legs Diamond
Are Write In Candidates
In
Wil(Continued from Page One)

New York: Governor:
3; Willie
liam F. Buckley, Jr.
1; Paul Adams
16;
Wolters
1; Candy Mossier
The Hulk
1; Vito Battista
1; Madeline
Murray
1; Robert Kennedy
2; John Riley A&S '68
1; Andy
Warhol
1.
?

McKay
2; Tom Adams
17;
Rep. lanello
1; Marvin Rin?

?

?

?

?

?

?

2; John F. Collins
6;
tala
1; Sub Marnier
L. Saltonstall
1;
li Pat Yauckes, Ed. '68
3;
Governor: Endicott Peaibody
1; Ken O'DonMarvin Rintalla
nefl 4; Bob Dolan, A&S '68
In Michigan: Governor: Barry
2; Mike Nervules
1; James Goldwater
1; Harold Goldberg
M. Curley
1; Fr. Walsh - 1;
Henry Ford H
1;
1; CapLieutenant Governor: Mike Dul1;
1;
Donna
rakis ?1; Onan Neitzki ?1; At- tain America
RoonHyman
Mickey
1;
Qnan
Neitzki
torney General: Lester
1; Jim Nance
1; Eric Bun- ey 1; N. T. Hirsch
1; James
5; Legs Ndaziurn
dar 1; Onan Neitzski
2.
11; Jim "SweepDiamond
1; Burke Sullistakes" Kelley
In California: Governor: Walt
van
1; Joseph Elcock, Jr.
Disney
11; Howe McCarthy
1; Auditor: Charles Ousholm
1; Ed. Keating
2; Jack Pal1; Barbara Donovan
1; Pat
1;
1; Lasance
Steve
Duca
O'Brian 1; Jim "Sweepstakes"
1.
2; "Anyone Else"
1; sie
Kelley
1; Upton Sinclair
Treasurer: Ft. McEwen
6.
On the Referendum: Entail
1.
In Illinois: US Senator: Abe 1; Free love
1; Saibonjian
3;
Lincoln
Although these were not on the
1.
Green Hornet
ballot, the students wrote in the
In Oregon: US Senator: John
following: in Georgia: Governor:
Josepf Sexton
1; Alger Hiss
1; 10th CD.
1; John Collins
1; Jo Collins Lester Maddox
1; D.A. Nor1; Lurleen Maddox
1; Bar- Ed. Harrington
bara Gorman
1.
folk County: Burke 2.
?

?

?

?

-

?

?

?

The four, Michael Barton, A&S of world relations: Dr. Oran versify; Prof. Newton C. Pacht,
'69; Carmine Botto, Ed. '67; Jo- Young, Princeton University; Howard University School of Law;
seph Harvey, Ed. '67; and James Prof. Saul A. Mendlovitz, Rut- and Harry
B. Hollins, Chairman
Mooney, A&S '68, were among gers University School of Law;
of the World Law Fund's Manmore than sixty students repre- Dean C. C. Ferguson, U.S. expert aging Committee.
senting over twenty colleges and to the UN Sub-commission on Disuniversities who gathered at crimination; Prof. Richard J. This conference, the first of its
Princeton University's Woodrow Bamet, Co-director of the Insti- kind sponsored by the newlyWilson School of Public and In- tute for Policy Studies; Dr. Linda formed Student Forum, was conMiller, Princeton University; Prof. sidered quite successful by its orternational Affairs.
The conference, sponsored by Robert C. Tucker, Princeton Uni- ganizers.
the Student Forum on International Order and World Peace,
was concerned mainly with the
examination of the legal, economic, and, political problems of in(Continued from Page One)
They have also collected over
ternational and worldorder. These
faculty signatures on their
problems were studied in a series than do men, since most women 100
petition,
and several members of
of speeches, workshops, and panel marry and then family contributions go primarily to the hus- the faculty have written specificaldiscussions.
Topics considered by the stu- bands' schools.
ly to the girls offering their supdent delegates included: "Nuclear The Senate plans to include port.
Proliferation and Nuclear Weap- their findings in these two areas
ons Control," "Internal Conflict in their Nov. 14 poll.
The three girls are now atand International Order," and Elsewhere in the campaign, the tempting to organize a staff of
"U.S.-Soviet Relations and the girls have contacted members of volunteers to handle correspondFuture of World Order." Discus- the South Shore Alumni and hope ence and keep track of appointsions on these and related sub- to speak before them and other ments. Volunteers can contact
jects were led by a number of local BC alumni groups in the Miss Brazier through the Men's
distinguished scholars in the field near future.
Sodality office, McElroy 118.

Women In A & S
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The Purist® Button-Down
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full-flared collar
lean, tapered body
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Anyone can

GOOF.

With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you
can erase that goof without a trace.

Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface permits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil
eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.
In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In
handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.
At Stationery Departments.
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Only Eaton makes
EATON PAPER

Corrasable.®

CORPORATION. PITTSFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS

The Paulist Father is a modern
man in every sense of the word. He
is a man of this age, cognizant of
the needs of modern men. He is
free from stifling formalism, is a
pioneer in using contemporary
ways to work with, for and among
100 million non-Catholic Americans. He is a missionary to his own
people?the American people. He
utilizes modern techniques to fulfill his mission, is encouraged to
call upon his own innate talents to
help further his dedicated goal.
?

? If the vital spark of serving God
through man has been ignited in

you, why not pursue an investigation of your life as a priest? The
Paulist Fathers have developed an
aptitude test for the modern man
interested in devoting his life to
God. This can be a vital instrument
to help you make the most important decision of your life. Write for
it today.
NATIONAL VOCATIONS DIRECTOR
PAULIST FATHERS
415 WEST 59th STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019

John Douglas
98 Central Street
Wellesley, Mass.
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High School Forensics
Invade BC This Weekend
Some 1500 New England high school teachers and students have registered
for the third annual Boston College Speech Festival on Friday and Saturday, November 4 and 5.
This year the program will open
on Friday evening, November 4,
when the Boston College Dramatic Society presents its production
of Christopher Frys "The Lady's
Not For Burning4 in Campion
auditorium at 8:30 p.m.
The major part of the program,
opening on Saturday, November 5,
will include both public speaking
and theatre events. Debate sessions will feature two debates on
the national high school question
involving the teams of St. Thomas
Aquinas High School, Dover,
N.H.; St. John's High School,
Shrewsbury, Mass.; and Boston
College High School. Acting as
critic-commentator will be Pro-

'

Sub Turrl Photo by Jim Peters

Colonel John L. Murphy presents Cadet Captain Thomas W. Cecil with
Distinguished Military Student Award. In the background are the Very
Reverend Michael P. Walsh, Captain Kenneth Montgomery, and Major
Amona K. Ho.

Nine Cadets Cited For
Military Achievements

a demonstrationof the chamber
theatre technique. Critics of the
demonstration will include Professor J. Paul Marcoux of Boston College and Professor Edwards.

The program is under the direction of the Boston College
Speech Department, with Dr.
John H. Lawton, Chairman, acting as program director.

Marc Connelly Lecture
Next Humanities Feature
Marc Connelly, the author of
The Green Pastures and former
professor of playwriting at Vale,
will lecture at Bapst auditorium
on Thursday, November 17, at 8
p.m. This will be a presentation

Department of English will in-

troduce him.

Connelly's topic will be, "Adventures of a Playwright," recalling his long career in the theater
which brought him the Pulitzer
Ziegelmueller, of the Humanities Series. Pro- Though best known for his Allfessor
George
On Sunday, October 23, the Bos- Lambert, Jr.; Joseph P. Mariani; Wayne State University, and pres- fessor Andrew Yon Hendy of the American classic, The Green
Pastures, he has been an actor
ton College ROTC Instructor Robert P. O'Connor; Dennis M. ident of American Forensic Ason Broadway, in Hollywood and
Group in conjunction with Uni- Ryan; Noel A. Scfhaub; and John sociation. Taking part in the Debate Workshop will be Sister
on TV. (one of his recent roles
versity officials designated nine H. St.George.
Lady
S.S.J.,
Maura
Our
James,
was that of a judge in "The Desenior cadets as Distinguished
fender^".)
of the Elms College; James J.
Military Students.
Unger and Professor Richard A.
He has also been a producer
In order to foe selected a DMS
of Boston College; Miss
Sinzinger
and
director of Broadway shows,
(Continued
a cadet must have attained a
from Pace Three)
Elizabeth Rowe, National Forenwriter of short stories and humor
standing in the upper third of his
that our only service is the Rid- sic League Director for New Engfor The New Yorker, which he
ROTC class and the upper half ers' board." To dispel this idea,
and Sister Mary Raymunda,
helped found. His latest novel, A
land;
of his academic class.
Phalen outlined several of the S.S.N.D., of Dover, N.H.
from Qam was published
Souvenir
Over and above these scholas- activities planned by
the Council. The Theatre Program will fea1965.
in
tic accomplishments he must
in chamber theHe has served as president of
Ciampa of the executive board ture Workshops
have exhibited outstanding qualSpeakers will include Proatre.
the
Authors League of America
has
leadership
high
up
trip

Day-Hops

...

?

ities in
and
moral character. He must also have
shown a definite aptitude and interest for military life.
This years Distinguished Military Students are: Robert F.
Oartwright, Jr.; Thomas W. Cecil; Richard A. Cummins; John J.

set

a ski

to North

S. Breen of NorthConway, N.H., on Jan. 25. The fessor Robert
University, and Profeswestern
Council hopes to co-sponsor dances
Edwards of the Uniwith other organizations. On Nov. sor John C.
Hampshire. The
of
New
versity
25, the Council will sponsor 2
University of New Hampshire
films on John F. Kennedy also,
direction of
hopes have been expressea for a Players, under the
Professor Edwards, will present
series of seminars.
Michael Monahan, Private
First Class, Marines, was
killed in action in Vietnam on
Oct. 26. A former A&S '68 student, he was 18 years old and
came from Dracut, Mass.

S
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they can't put you up this Thanksgiving
at Maxwell's Plum or Friday's in the new
East-Sixties scene, or at Arthur or
The RollingStone.. .but there's a place
downthe street that can!

THE WALDORF ASTORIA
Park Avenue between 49th and 50th Streets.
For Thanksgiving Weekend, the place to be is
the East Side, from 48th to 63rd Streets,
and all the disco-stops inbetween. So why spend
half your vacation shuttling back and forth

across town? New York's best hotel

just happens to beright next door to practically
anywhereyou want to seeor be seen. And the
student rates are really something

SPECIAL
$9.00 perperson, 2 in a room
$12!00 per person, 1in aroom
$23.00 for 3 persons in aroom

and the National Institute of Arts

Marc Connelly

and Letters.

Liquor In Dorms
(Continued from Page One)

can be drafted. According to Fr.
Hanrahan, corridor representatives are meeting with the students on their floors and accepting suggestions which they will
pass on to the Council of Resident' Men.

giving.

§Hs

LINKUP!

Fidelity Union Life Insurance Co.

College Master
by

Guaranteed

a top company.

No war clause.

Exclusive benefits at
special rates.
Full aviation coverage.
Premium deposits deferred
until you are out of school.

The

EXCLUSIVE PLAN
that is designed only
for and offered only
to College Men

Without computers mancouldn't link up vehicles in space
or find his way to the moon.
Back on earth, Data-Date professionally links up people
with exciting, dove-tailedcompatibility.
Data-Date's discreet,carefullyprogrammed service
couldbefor you. Try it and see.
You getbiographical sketches andphotographs of at least
five computer selecteddates, on any campus
in theU.S. or Canada, orin any major city world wide.
?PLUS news of especially arrangedparties,
events and attractions via Data-Date's news letter.

YOU
YOUR
TO,SEND THE COUPON TODAY.
Please send me without obligationthe Data-Date questionnaire.

MAL GULDEN
SKIP WINTERSON

NAME

SPECIAL

CITY

REPRESENTATIVES

ADDRESS

ZIP

STATB
COLLEGE

DATA-DATE,
301 Park Avenue, New York, New York, (212) EL 5-3000.

The Council will then draft a
formal document, outlining what
will be expected of the students
and submit it to the adnrinistration for approval.
All this ground work is expected to be completed by Thanks-

k0.b0x526
YORK 10010

MADISON SQUARE STATION,NBW
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ors Program's coure "Modern Man: The
Cultural Tradition," and the subsequent
resignation of Rev. F.X. Shea, S.J., Assistant Director of the Honors Program
has once again brought "Modern Man"
to the forefront of academic discussion.
Unfortunately, the discussion has
been marred by a deluge of academic
politics and personal bitterness. Even
more unfortunately, the decisions concerning the course have been made in
a haphazard style, with little or no consideration for responsible views on the

issues involved.

"Modern Man" is a special experiment in general education being run by
the A&S Honors Program. It is an attempt to teach in a single, interdisciplinary course elements of the present
A&S core curriculum of required courses.
Educational experimentation of this
type is needed if Boston Coliege is to
progress in its educational policies.
Along with this experimentation, however, must go the assurance that due
consideration will be given to all involved departments, administrative personnel and committees, and not to just
a select few.
Critics of the "Modern Man" program point out that general education
is in no way connected with honors education, and as such should not be connected with the honors Program. They
fear that the combination of the two
will destroy the aims of honors education, particularly if the general education approach is extended beyond the
scope of the "Modern Man" program.
These critics further point out that
the "Modern Man" program is not offering the chance for full development of
the academic potential of the students
involved. They feel that general education and "Modern Man" in particular do
not offer adequate preparation for further study in a major field of concentration.
These are all questions of academic
philosophy. The controversy surrounding "Modern Man," however, also
reaches into the structure of the Honors Program, the power of faculty committees and the administration of the
College of Arts and Sciences itself.
The question of the extent of the
power of the Honors Program director,
for example, has been raised in connection with the fate of "Modern Man."
Exactly what is his authority in administering the Honors Program (and
"Modern Man"), and to what extent
must he assent to the decisions of individual departments concerning courses
in their fields.?
Closely allied with the question of
the Director's power is the uncertain
status of the Honors Advisory Committee. Structurally it is an advisory committee under the Honors Staff, but to
what extent is its advice to be considered?
The lack of a clearly defined power
structure in A&S is further pointed out
by the current confusion over the quest,
ion of credits. In the spring of 1965 two
departments-Philosophy and Historyannounced that they would not extend
credit to "Modern Man" after completion of the initial two year program.

&&

Editor

MICHAEL RAHILL
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News Editor

JANICE KOLAR
PHIL DiBELARDINO
Faatures Editors

Theoretically students in "Modern
Man" are not fulfilling core requirements in these departments, yet the
College still sanctions the program.
Thus the question of who gives course
credit?the college or the individual department?remains unanswered
In the midst of the heated controversy that has surrounded "Modern
Man" in its three years of anguished
growth are the some 60 students who
have participated, or are participating,
in the program. It is their position, and
the position of those to follow them that
should be the paramount consideration
here. The future of these students, and
the future of all students in A&S, demand that the views concerning "Modern Man" be aired, its feasibility as a
program explored, and a decision
reached without the haphazardness
which has prevailed until now.
The academic issues, admittedly are
not clear-cut. But what is painfully
clear is the lack of solicitation of worthwhile discussion, and the almost total
disregard of responsible opinion by the
people who have been making the decisions.
Both the Honors Program and its
critics have been at fault concerning
the discussions on "Modern Man." The
Honors Program has not provided sufficient material to its interested observers, and its critics, notably the HAC,
have been lax in meeting with the Honors Program's staff to present and
argue their criticisms.
But it is the EPC, and Dean John
R. Willis of A&S who have succeeded
in establishing a situation which has
left "Modern Man" in existence and its
critics virtually disregarded. Valid
questions and criticisms about the program were raised at that time but none
of them were sufficiently answered or
even sufficiently considered in the decision as to whether or not "Modern
Man" would be continued.
In a meeting last spring the EPC,
under th eprompting of Dean Willis and
in spite of obvious confusion and ignorance' concerning "Modern Man," voted
to continue the program for another
two years. The minutes of the meeting
clearly indicate that the EPC acted
while not being well-enough informed
about the program to make such a decision. This action amounts to a disregarding of the expressed opinions of the
program's critics.
The academic issues would perhaps
best be decided upon by a committee
which would do a study of "Modern
Man" and then report to the EPC. But
the other issues, those connected with
the administrative structure of the
College of Arts and Sciences, must be
resolved if a decision about "Modern
Man" is to be meaningful. The power
of the Honors Program Director, the
position and power of the HAC, the
question of credits, and the uncertain
status of the EPC must be resolved.
And this duty falls upon the EPC itself.
Unless the EPC can resolve these
procedural problems and the faculty
and administration can settle the academic dispute over "Modern Man," the
course will remain a fraudulent showpiece for luring talented students into
Boston College.
STAN MROCZKOWSKI
MICHAEL EGSER

Jr
WILLIAMWALDRON
WILLIAM WALDRON. Jr.
GERRY SHEA
Managing
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The report of the Honors Advisory
Committee condemning the A&S Hon-
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Opinions on 'Modern Man'

Brain Child at Bir

By Peter Puciloski, A&S '69
(At the request of The Heights Editorial Board,
Mr. Puciloski interviewed students enrolled in
"Modern Man" to get an appraisal of student opinion of the program.)
There has been, throughout the discussion of the
merits of Modern Man, surprisingly little reference

"The course should seek to create the 'liberal a
man' who has a clear sense of history and scope
the culture in which he lives, and is critical and im
pendent in judgment.
."

..

(Danforth Report J

By Michael Rahill

News Editor
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An attempt at integrating the
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'Certainly the questions, legitimate and querulous, that attend such radical
departures will be raised, and lawfully raised.'
(Danforth Report)
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The Heights will not be published next Friday,
Nov. 11 because of the holiday.
The next issue of The Heights will appear on
Friday, Nov. 18.

had com-

to the people with perhaps the greatest interest in
its future, the students who have actually participated
in the program. It would appear that this group, because of its very intimate knowledge of the defects
and attractions of the course, could provide a detailed and informative evaluation; it is the opinion
of President Walsh that the analysis of the students
must be considered in the determination of the future
of the program.
The response of the students to the concept of
"Modern Man" as an integration of four separate
disciplines is overwhelmingly enthusiastic. One junior
said that the approach was of "incontrovertable advantage"; a sophomore said that the program was
"the best idea conceived in years"; that the individual fields were not to be "pulled out of the air";
another that, "from the general program the individual fields can be considered in a more profound context." It was characterized as an effort in the direc-

1

;

tion of "mental wholeness," as opposed to the artifi- able amount of
work average around 50%. There was
cial, organization stratification of the departmental an expressive minority with the opinion that the coursi.
system.
should be strictly limited to those who obviously demThe students interviewed were also satisfied with onstrated sufficient motivation.
The most informative facet of the discussion was
the planning of "Modern Man"; it was felt, although
opinion was far from unanimous, that the required the comparison of "Modern Man" and the standard
readings were definitely within their capabilities. core courses, particularly in the field of philosophy. It
There was a general lack of opinion upon the con- was generally agreed that there was a definite detinuity of the course, which I take as an indication ficiency of familiarity with the strict, technical apthat the syllabus, as presently structured, presents no proaches to philopsophy; the example of being unreal difficulties. One explanation was that, although familiar with terminology was mentioned by several
the curriculum was perhaps less than saJtisfactory in students. Most agreed, however, that this was minor
this respect, the large number of inter-relationships and easily adjusted to. There was considerable disestablished in the discussions provided sufficient co- agreement on the sufficiency of preparation for such
strict's disciplines as logic, whereas most said that,
hesion.
since "Modern Man" nurtures individual thought and
The relatively large degree of freedom caused mixed conception, it provided a better basis with which
to
emotions. Most people liked the convenience of the approach upper division courses in general.
system, as well as the ability to pursue fields of parThis latter was agreed to be the greatest triumph
ticular interest. One of the attractions of the proof
the program, being individually oriented, emphagram was stated to be the amount of responsibility
sizing personal thought and initiative, freeing the
placed upon the student. Most people agreed, however,
student from the containment of the core curriculum
that the response was in some cases unatisfactory; and its lecture approach, "Modern Man" has a very
estimates of the number of people who did a conscion- real effect on the student's humanity.

the

operation two

three classes
ed in it. At
; Educational
is going to
the course
|y established
jg>eriment is
changing or

Editor-in-Chief
Unlike the normal infant who is usually pampered and coddled from birth
to adolescence, the infancy of the experimental honors program, "Modern Man"
has met with nagging criticism and
scoldings in its nearly three years of

existence.
The most recent and severe criticism
of the program, a report issued by the
Honors Advisory Committee in the fall
of this year termed the program "seriously and fundamentally deficient" in
its "conception, planning, and execution"
and called for its abandonment.
While this report is the result of the
Honors Advisory Committee, a committee whose function is to "give advice
concerning the operation of the Program
and suggestions for its improvement"
and must be recognized as the product
of an independent, elected committee,
nonetheless, this report serves as the
culmination of criticisms levelled at the
experimental program since its formation in September, 1964.
Critical discussion of the program first
arose scarcely 2 months after the Pilot
Program's inception.
In an article in The Heights, The Danforth Report: Survey and Effects, Joe
Logan, A&S '65, challenged the validity
of the program, the flaws in its planning and the possible harmful effect it
would have on the students participating
in it.
Essentially, Logan maintained that the
course was too broad in its scope (that
is, it tries in 4 semester to cover those
traditions from which twentieth century
man has emerged) while at the same
time it was too "parochial" in leaving
out the study of the cultures of China,
India and Africa; that one man, regardless of his qualifications was incapable
of teaching such an all inclusive course;
that it was hastily planned; that the
faculty was not consulted in this planning, and; that BC's "established" faculty members are not being used to afford students insights into the complexities of the intellectual experience.
Finally, Logan charged that such a
general education course would be detrimental to the students future academic
plans by substituting "glibness for
knowledge."

Since

this initial outburst and subse-

quent to the report of the Honors Advi-

Committee in the fall of this year,
most of the formal criticism of "Modern
Man, the Cultural Tradition," has originated in the History Department.
At first, the History Dept. faulted the
experimental course on 2 counts; that it
sory

was inconceivable that one many regardless of his qualifications could conduct such a complex course, and; that
the structure of the course was weak,
especially the bibliography because of
the hastiness in which it was established.
Following discussions with the Honors
Staff (specifically Fr. F. X. Shea, S.J.
Dec. 14, 1964), the History Department
unanimously decided that the aims of the
Pilot Program, i.e., that of the "generalist" approach were not in keeping
with the aims of the College of Arts
and Sciences, that is, producing creative intellectuals.
At a departmental meeting, Feb. 24,
1965, the History Department voted not
to "participate in or grant credits in
history to students who take the blend
type course
presently being offered
by the experimental pilot program
."
(It must be pointed out that at this
same meeting the History Dept. express-

.

. .

ed its willingness to participate in any
honors program well organized and in
keeping with the department's profes-

sional standards.)
Because of the scepticism surrounding
the educational value of the Pilot Program, it was decided by the Honors
Office to have the 19 freshmen enrolled
in the Pilot Program undergo an oral
examination in the Spring "of 1965.
Two members of the teams that interviewed the students issued reports in
June, 1965 showing their findings.
Prof. John Finley, Eliot Professor of
Greek Literature at Harvard commented
that of the 9 students he examined 6
were operating at the Honors level but
3 were "in over their heads." He recommended that greater steps be taken
to screen applicants and that the bibliography be refined.
The other report, issued by Prof. Richard Niebuhr of Harvard Divinity listed
4 of the 10 students he interviewed as
operating at honors level and felt that
it was a record to be proud of.

However, critics of these comments
questioned how both men could be generally in favor of a program in which
only 10 of the 19 students were operating
at the Honors Level and the references
in the report of Prof. Niebuhr that most
of the students were unable to satisfactorily handle philosophical, theological and historical problems, their one
strong point being literature.
Furthermore, the critics maintain that

the success of the program as stated by
Profs. Niebuhr and Finley was due primarily to the seminar method of teaching and not to the concept of the course.
In the spring of 1965, the Honors Advisory Committee recommended the
continuation pf experiments designed to
give the Honors Program a, distinct and

functioned character and hoped that all
departments would give the Pilot a reasonable trial program to arrange for
suitable modifications.
The fiery first year of Modern Man
ended with the History Dept.'s unanimous conclusion that "Modern Man" is
a failure: the students were ignorant of
the historical dimension of understanding, it was hastily and poorly conceived,
and such a pre-digested blend course
has no place as an honors program in
a liberal arts school of the caliber of

When it appeared that the Pilot prodestined to remain forgotten
until it was time for the EPC to reconsider it in the Spring of 1967, the Honors
Advisory Committee issued its annual
report early this fall.
This report is the strongest opposition
that the Pilot Program has yet encountered. Besides calling for the abandonment of the Pilot Program, the HAC
held that the Honors Office was strongly
committed to a particular kind of "General Education" with the idea of turning the whole A&S curriculum to general
education. It cited the need for new recruiting methods to obtain honors students.
In addition, it felt that a general feeling of uneasiness about the Honors Office makes departments reticent to experiment with it.
But fundamentally, the HAC was of
the opinion that the prime commitment
of the present Honors Staff is to general
education, not to honors education.
Recreation in the Honors Program Office to the HAC report has been one of
silence, save for Fr. F. X. Shea, S.J.
who has resigned as a result of the
gram was

report.

When questioned about the concluof the report, he was dumbfounded
sions
BC."
as to how the committee arrived at its
Because of the bitterness and animosconclusions.
ity that enveloped "Modern Man" in its
"To my knowledge, they (the comfirst year and due also in part to a sense
members) used no valid means to
mittee
of frustration on the part of the critics,
very little was said about the program arrive at their conclusion.
"They didn't interview students nor
during its second year.
staff members of the program, nor did
Little was said and as a result very
they, to my knowledge, attend classes,
little was known about the changes that read the students' papers
nor consult
had been made in the structure of the
the literature available on the nature
Pilot program.
of Honors Education."
All this became quite clear in the minHe felt that the Honors Programs poutes of the Educational Policy Commitsition on departmental honors had been
tee. When it came time for the commitmisrepresented. He cited the present
tee to vote for the continuance of the Honors Administration
encouragement of
Program for another 2 year phase, there Honors work through
the senior thesis,
was definite confusion and ignorance the initiation of departmental honors and
about the program's structure, content the faculty advisor for departmental
and the educational philosophy behind work.
it among the members of the comAs to the future of the Honors Promittee.
gram, Fr. Shea hoped that it would
Yet, somehow a concensus was reachwork closely and amicably with the
ed and the program was extended for Honors Advisory Committee in the fuanother two year phase.
ture.
The second year of Modem Man ended
In light of the past, this seems esin tranquility, but also in confusion.
sential.
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Letters
False Assessment
To the Editor:

the matter. They were ignored, been awarebefore my call. In the
and
plans continued for the picket two days before Mr. Humphrey's
Mr. J. Vincent Hoskinson, in
the letter entitled Stagnant CritiAt a meeting of several leaders appearance, I again called Fr.
cism, makes certain valid assess- of Massachusetts Political Action McEwen and visited him a third
ments of both sides which partic- for Peace (PAX) on Oct. 6, I per- time, in person, when we agreed
ipated in the rather ugly demon- sonally stated my views about that there was no fair or legal
way of avoiding what eventually
stration and counter-demonstra- the picket. This time there was a
tion at Vice-President Hum- somewhat favorable response to took place. On the day itself, I
several, others attended
phrey's appearance in Roberts my call for cancelling the demon- and
Center on October 13th. His state- stration, but the picket planners neither Mr. Humphrey's speech,
ment, quoted below, however, said that it was too late to cancel. nor the picket line.
strikes me personally, and his ig- On Oct. 11, I called Mr. Jerome I hope that this letter will clarinorance must be correctedfor the Grossman, executive director of fy for Mr. Hoskinson and other
record.
PAX, and told him that I thought BC students the fact that some
there would be trouble. He sug- of those directly aware of the
He stated: "A growing clique
gested that since the picket planned picket of Vice-President
apparof intellectuals at BC
would be held, the least we could Humphrey did a great deal to
ently had firsthand information
do was warn the police to antic- prevent not only the violence of
that a demonstration was to take
ipate the worst consequences. the picket incident, but the picket
place. They had reason to suspect
itself. Mr. Hoskinson's evaluation
That I did.
that there was to be trouble. They
of "that clique of BC intellecwent to see no authorities with I then called Fr. Robert Mctuals," is irresponsible. I can
the intention of seeking protec- Ewen, head of the Public Affairs
only hope that the "clique" will
tion from the outsiders. They did Forum, in charge of Mr. Hum- continue to distinguish
itself by a
nothing to alleviate the situation. phrey's visit, and informed him responsible
and intellectual,
They went to enjoy the spec- similarly of my anticipation of a rather than a "peacenik," apviolent response to the planned proach to education about the
tacle."
picket of Mr. Humphrey, two need to end the war in Vietnam,
As one who is involved in the days
with no anarchical demonstralater. Fr. McEwen apparsituation, I admit to having been
tions of emotional catch phrases.
ently felt a little differently
aware of the plans for a picket of
James E. Mooney
about the size and nature of the
Mr. Humphrey, at least two picket,
of which he had barely
A&S, '68
weeks before the appointed day.
allegation
But Mr. HosMnsoh's
that I and my colleagues did
nothing to avoid the trouble is
false.

.

..

Artificial Barriers

Immediately upon receiving the To the Editor:

information that such a picket
was planned, I contacted Miss
Consuello Smith, of the Greater
Boston Coordinating Committee to
'End the War in Vietnam (GBCCEWV) in a vain attempt to convince her that an anti-war picket
at BC would not alter the
thoughts of anyone on our
campus, that indeed a picket at
BC would only provide the opportunity for a violent counterdemonstrationand a general emotional inflammation of the issue
in the minds of many BC students.

The crusade advocating the enrollment of girls in the College of
Arts and Sciences deserves the encouragement and support of all
who are committed to the goal of making Boston College into a
genuine and a genuinely great university. The present discriminatory situation is a practical reaffirmation of the ancient prejudice
concerning women's intellectual ability.

Friday, November 4. 1966
The following is a reprint from the CBA Newsletter,

Vol. 1, 1966.
What is a BC animal? A BC animal gets drank at a victory dance and becomes obnoxious. A BC animal goes to a
football game to drink and drop has empty bottles under the
stands. A BC animal boos the football coach for losing a game
that he doesn't even watch. A BC animal goes to a mixer and
throws beer cans all over the parking lot. A BC animal drinks
and drinks and drinks some more. A BC animal talks in the
library when everybody else is trying to study. A BC animal
parks his car wherever he pleases and blocks- the way for
everyone else. A BC animal has a limited vocabulary consisting of four-lettered words. A BC animal doesn't care about
anybody but himself. A BC animal takes a trip to Bermuda
and forgets, to bring his clothes. A BC animal likes to gross
out every respectable girl he meets. A BC animal brings
obscene banners to a basketball game and calls it "school
spirit." A BC animal doesn't have any "class." A BC animal
is a boob, and a boob is an awful thing.

Business First
professional 'brothers a lecture
To the Editor:
This is a criticism of "How to series has been prepared for us.
Succeed" which appeared in the
On Nov. 1, 1966, we formally
Oct. 18th Heights.
entered the business world by atThere is now a third fraternal tending the "Forty-third Annual
society in CBA, catering to soph- Salesman's Seminar," held at
omores, juniors and seniors. Pi Caruso's Diplomat in Saugus. AcSigma Epsilon is a professional
quainting us with the business
marketing fraternity catering to
the student of business adminis- world were two of the nation's
Fen K. Doscher,
tration. Pi Sigma Epsilon, Alpha top salesmen
Sigma chapter, was founded at senior vice-president of LalityBoston College on March 26, 1966. Tulip Cup Company; and Howard
It is one of fifty chapters in the Kalbfus, director
of sales trainUnited States sponsored' by the
Kodak
ing,
Company.
Eastman
Marketing
"Scales and
Executives" of all major cities. Its Once a month we will be visitmain purpose is "to create col- ed by executives of the marketlegiate brotherhood of men who ing field in the form of lectures
are interested in selling as a and helpful business advisors.
career and a profession." This The brothers themselves are initfraternity is open to marketing iating sales projects, research
majors only: second semester projects and advertising camsophomores Who have selected paigns through which both the
marketing as a major, and jun- brothers and the fraternity will
iors and seniors.
benefit. We are not standing still
and
we are not waiting tor the
Why aren't we recognized? Our
to catch up. We are strictothers
room is located in F-103, Dr. Ger- ly
for the student and his field of
ald Price is our moderator and (xmcentration
marketing.
Fr. Donovan and Dean C. J.
John
A. Bova
Flynn were at our first initiation.
CBA '67
Sponsored by the Sales and
Marketing Executives in Boston, Editor's Note: The Heights rewe are in close contact with pro- grets this oversight in Messrs.
fessionals every day. This is not Fallon and Foley's article "How
a social club, though we do have to Succeed." We were not aware
our social gatherings. Business of the founding of Pi Sigma Epsicomes first with us. Through our lon. "
?

?

The unrealism which is inherent in this prejudice is manifested
by the illogic of the present policy, according to which women can
qualify to teach in A&S, but not to study in that school. This incongruous situation reflects the peculiar duplicity of a culture
which with one hand erects artificial barriers for a particular class
of persons and with the other hand bestows congratulatory pats on
the shoulder upon the rare few who manage to break through such
At a meeting of the executive
barriers. In this way there can be an appearance of liberality while
board of the GBCCEWV, Miss
Smith represented my views on the oppressive situation is perpetuated on a more fundamental level.

Campus Council Charity

A university teaches not only by what is said in classrooms but
also by its policies and by the social situations which it creates.
The potential harmfulness of one-sex educational institutions is by Dear Campus Councillors:
To the Editor:
Freshman orientation week is now evident to anyone who has taken the trouble to study the probI don't believe it!! We just heard that you so magnanimously
an institution and to some extent lem. By contrast, co-education helps to break down sexual stereo- decided to assume the $75.00 debt of the now defunct Rhode Island
a necessary one. But when car- types and makes possible a sharing of insights.
Club. We were not aware that the Campus Council is a charity
organization.
ried beyond the initial week to
required weekly assemblies, it
The admission of girls to A&S on a fully equal basis and acWe would suggest, sirs, that those responsible for this Rhode
loses its charm, as most of the
Island
fiasco should never have held the affair if there was even
to
cording
applied
applicants
the
same
standards
as
those
to
male
lectures are no more than eloslightest
the
fear that they would have absolutely no way of coverquent expansions of topics al- will provide encouraging evidence that this university is moving
expenses.
We would suggest, now that the damage is done, that,
ing
ready discussed in the orientation with twentieth century theology, away from a dehumanizing bioloagain, those responsible for holding the affair should take the money
seminars.
gism and toward the recognition of personalist values, not in words out of their own pockets to cover the debts of a now defunct club.
One can only suppose that the and images only, but also in fact.
As you can see, we feel that the responsibility for paying this
(Dr.) Mary F. Daly
reason attendance is taken is to
$75.00 tag should rest upon those responsible for mcurring the debt.
of
Dept.
Theology
insure a sizeable audience for
We really do not feel that all the students at BC should be held
the speaker, but if the aim is
accountable
for someone else's very poor planning. You obviously
genuinely to enrich the student
are making innocent students pay for the Rhode Island Club's misit would be more effectively extakes, since we are sure that some of our "activities fee" will be
ecuted 'by leaving the choice of
used to pacify the proprietors of the Colony Motor Hotel.
participation up to the individual.
outraged at the choice of shrubThis is in no way intended to To the Editor:
May we take this opportunity, Mr. McGinn, the not so defunct
the self-righteous bery around St. Mary's, and
again
Once
be a reflection upon the quality
representative of the now defunct Rhode Island Club, to congratuof the Heights have other such important areas of BC
or worth of the lecturers them- Editors
late you on your overwhelming victory over the students of BC
reached
into
that seemingly inex- life.
selves. It is simply suggested
it must have taken some real scrambling to wangle $75.00.
that if the "required" anachron- haustible barrel of criticisms Maybe the Heights feels that
Mr. Chairman Murphy, we would suggest that you think before
ism were removed it would make levelled at the administration. the way to improve the situation
indignant pens at BC is to take "pot shots at the the Campus Council goes defunct using our money to pay off foolish
This
time
their
a
for
somewhat less constrained
are directed toward the architec- administration at any and every -.:b+s incurred by sundry small campus groups. For them, Mr.
freshman class.
ture at BC.
opportunity. Maybe that is the Chairman, whom will the Campus Council solicit for funds to
jover its debts?
Sincerely,
The ARCHITECTUE! I suppose correct way. Maybe.
Mary E. Hirsh
in future weeks we can took forKen Church
T. Flaherty
Ed., 70
ward to the editorial staff being
A&S '68
Dick Horstmeyer

Orientation

Choice

Of Shrubbery ?

..

.
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Lucy Wallace, a Smith
College alumna is a
Peace Corps volunteer
in Nigeria, where she
is head of the French
Department at the Ibadan extension of the
University of Ife.

You Gain More Than You Give
By

Bill Waldron

In its few years of existence the Peace Corps
has met with such universal acclaim that to
fault it is tantamount to repudiating Budweiser
Beer or the Beatles.
LBJ loves it, Congress loves it, the American Legion loves it, even The Heights loves it.
But why?

It's very simple. The Peace Coips is like a
giant bottle of Air-Wick, a refreshing waft of
idealism that excites, captivates and totally
wins over anyone exposed to it.
Recently, at the invitation of the Peace Corps,
I spent a day at their offices in Washington for
a briefing on the progress and aims of the
Peace Corps 1966.
Occupying 7 floors of a 9 story building,

Monks, a secondary school teacher in the Philippines, and Peter Walsh who ran a farmer's
cooperative in Chile.

the Peace Corps qua bureaucracy or institution
exists. But it is like no other "bureaucracy" in
the world. Rather, it is like the campaign
headquarters of a youthful, charismatic politician. In an atmosphere pervaded with a sense
of dynamism and mission, the everyone works
frenetically but purposefully.

The volunteers will staff booths in Lyons Hall
and the Snack Bar from Monday to Friday
where they will distribute literature and be

Interviews with top administrators and return volunteers reflect a real concern for their
particular fields and a feeling of pride in
what the Peace Corps has accomplished.

Movies are tentatively scheduled for Monday
through Thursday, and exams are set for Tuesday through Saturday.

During the week of November 14, five volunteers will import a bit of the joie dc vivre that
characterizes the Washington office when they
arrive at BC for a week of recruiting.
The volunteers visiting BC will be Linda Miller, who taught in the Philippines, Marion Walkden, who taught art in Ethiopia, Bob Gelbard,
a former community developer in Bolivia, John

1

available for discussion with interested students.

Since its beginning in 1961, BC has contributed
86 PC volunteers to rank it seventieth among
the colleges producing the most volunteers.
Among the BC grads now in Peace Corps service is Paul Dimond, A&S '67 who, in the following excerpts from a letter he wrote from
Cameroon to Mr. Weston Jenks, BC's Peace
Corps liaison man, portrays the elan characteristic of the Peace Corps.

"The PCVs and the volunteers from other
countries (Cameroon also has English and Dutch
volunteers) are adding a new dimension to the
Cameroonian social structure. The 'white man'
has traditionally been a type of demigod who
enjoyed a luxurious standard of living and kept
his contacts with the masses
down to an absolute minimum. But now there is a new kind
of 'white man' here, one who possesses knowledge and skill, which are very valuable to the
country but who identifies more with; the Cameroonian common man than with the otherkind
of 'expatriate'; one, who can be found weekly in
the market places bargaining for food, who travels in the nature 'mammy-wagons' instead of
by private car, who enjoys an evening in a local
bar talking and drinking with those who formerly dared not approach a white man without
the word 'sir' or 'master' on their lips and in
their minds. This is a new role for the white
man here, and a new position and experience
for the Cameroonian; and we get to invent our
own rules as the game progressed.

..

Peace Corps Volunteer, Charles Zumbro, of
Murfeesboro, Term., is working on a poultry
development project in India, where Volunteers
are engaged in several agricultural, family planning and educational projects.

"The things the Peace Corps posters say are
mostly true?challenge, experience, a chance to
make a contribution to others on the international level while enriching oneself and one's
own outlook to a remarkable extent. There is
frustration also; and it is not always easy to
live and work in a country so different from
one's own. But the Peace Corps experience
can be a fantastic one for a guy (or a girl)
who's willing to put in the effort to make it so.
It's been so for me, and for me it's only half
over. This past year has been the best of my
life, and the year ahead looks even brighter."

THE
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of Boston

Consistent, Exciting, Stimulating
by William V. Dalton
Marat/dc Sade is the current undertaking of the Theatre Company of Boston, the only theatre compnay which has consistently produced exciting and stimulating plays in the city.
Last Friday night I talked to
David Wheeler, the director of
"Marat/dc Sade," and three
members of the cast, Bronia Stefan, Wheeler's wife, who plays
Simonne Evard, Marat's nurse;
Marsha Wishny, who plays one of
the nuns attending Charlotte Corday; and Edward M. Campbell,
who plays one of the male nurses
watching the patients. Our talk
centered around "Marat/dc Sade,"
the Theatre Company, and the
contemporary theatre in general.
I asked them first how much

more the director was involved
in "Marat/dc Sade" as opposed

to any other play. The cast
spent their first week of rehearsal deciding on their approaches to their characters.
All the stage movements were
choreography; Wheeler thought
that one of the director's main
difficulties was coordinating the
choreography and the music
with the play itself.

Lisa Richards as the demented Charlotte Corday in "Marat/Sade."

freedom in choosing what aspects
of their character they wanted to
emphasize. The choreographer,
for example, suggested several
approaches for the non-performing inmates of the asylum, but
many developed their own, and if
the director and the choreographer
approved of them, they went into
the production.

sionately caught up in his own
fantasy.

all future performances will
probably always be a subject

Both Miss Wishny and Mr.
Campbell have relatively actionless parts?their action consists
mainly in restraining their wards
?and they both agreed that the
main difficulty involved in their
respective roles was the concentration required for each character; because of the length of the
play, without concentration it
would have been easy for them to
go out of character.

Interestingly, the cast in the
TCB production seem to enjoy
working with "Marat/Sade" while
the cast in Brook's version were
often quoted as saying that they
detested the play. Mrs. Wheeler
said that the physical strains on
the cast were much greater than
perThe impact of Peter Brook's in any other play they had
formed.
version of "Marat/dc Sade" on

for

discussion, and everyone

agreed that it was nearly impossible to be unaffected by it.
There are, however, some major differences between Brook's
and Wheeler's versions.

Mr. Wheeler said that he saw
Brook's direction of the whipping
scene as being overly artful; in
the TCB production it is staged
as an actual whipping. He also
wanted Marat in his play to appear unsure of himself, and thereMr. Campbell said that the ac- fore more convincing than Marat
tors were given a great deal of in Brook's version who was pas-

Heights Profile:

The Scholar Behind A Comic's Mask

by Mimi Hirsh

A lot of critics have been talking about Brecht's concept of
alienation?placing the audience
at a "distance" from the play
so that they can observe it better; and Artaud's Theatre of
Cruelty?involving the audience
totally in what is happening on
stage?in connection with
Weiss's play. Mr. Wheeler said
that he never consciously tried
to apply any outside technique
to the play, since he thought
Che text provided most of the
effect.

There's no business like show business? for insecurity and neurosis. The popular image of the enterHowever, part of the audience's
tainer has long been one of egotism and amorality. And all things considered, this would hardly appear to be a response to "Marat/dc Sade he
profession conducive to idealism.
saw as stemming from the play
Then one encounters someone infinitum. He
spent three
is
months
helping
like Bob Blasser. Mr. Blasser
Candid Camera
unwary
a
deembroil
citizens in disa candidate for
master's
gree in English in the graduate comfiting situations. He made

school. He is also a professional
comedian. And for a man in his
late twenties he has accumulated
a record of personal and professional achievements twice his
age.

Upon graduation from high
school, he entered Saint Columban's Seminary, but after a
time realized that this was not
to be his vocation, and left to
attend Boston State College. After receiving his bachelor's degree, he taught English to juniors and seniors in high school,
where he soon acquired the reputation of being an iron hand
in a very entertaining velvet
glove. During the summers he
did guidance work at a clinic,
and counselled at a camp.
Right about now you may be
wondering where the comedy
came in. Well it didn't it had
always been there. Teaching is
far from a lucrative position, and
Bob used his talent for vocal impersonations to "moonlight", by
doing commercials and entertaining at parties. The word got around and offers started coming
?

an album, due for release in
December, entitled "The Saga
of Charlie", a political satire,
and had previously cut a very
Blasser version of"It was a
Very Good Year." Locally, he
gave a performance at John
Hancock Hall to support a
scholarship fund he established
in memory of an eighteen-yearold friend of his who died in
Viet Nam.

it is well known that comedians
are usually extremely serisituation.
often somewhat melanous
and
The reason why Bob Blasser
choly people.
chose entertaining above the othAs for the future, Mr. Blaser two is all bound up with his
own personality. Obviously it's a ser has a novel in progress, a
tough life, and one which no one social satire entitled Carnage.
would want who did not have He hopes to do further graduto expurgate some personal obate work in Phenomenology. He
session. Suffering does not almajor part
ways beget greatness, but there has been offered a
with Marin
Broadway
play
a
greatness
can be no
without suffering. A common theory among * tha Raye. He will continue to
entertainers is that they are complay night clubs and benefits. It
a better understanding of their

pelled to overcome some "tragic
flaw", and that it is this defect
that drives them to seek public
recognition. Not a very cheery
But Bob wasn't satisfied with outlook for a comedian, perhaps,
simply building up an impressive
resume. He wanted to reach the
greatest possible number of people, and he knew that to accomplish this he must have a wide
range of appeal that could only
come from developing many facets of his personality. And it was

but

takes a lot more than humor
to make Bob Blasser tick, and
it's startling to realize the complexity of the man behind the
smile.

' Now Cut That Out! '

this desire combined with his personal quest for knowledge that
brought him to Boston College to

further his education in English.
Seminarian, teacher, comedian. There wouldn't seem to be
much of a connection between
these three diverse vocations.

in. And thus the foundations were But
laid for a career as a comedian.
It would bo impossible to list
all his credits to date, but he
has played with some of the
greats, among which are, notably: Jack Benny (see photo),
Lucille Ball, Perry Como, Steve
Allen, Mike Douglas, and on ad

as Mr. Blasser explains,
they are really just variations
on the theme. All three are excellent vehicles for the promotion of understanding and love.
All three involve intense communication on a specific plane.
All three are intended to touch
men's minds and bring them to

in which the
audience assumes the role of a
fashionable Paris audience of
1808. In connection with these
techniques, I asked them if they
were conscious of the play as being an attack on the audience,
they all seemed to respond to the
audience in terms of their stage
roles.
Miss Wishny, for example, said
that at times she felt and manifested a distaste for the audience
(as the audience of 1808) when
they reacted with laughter to the
non-performing inmates since it
was her role to protect them.
within a play effect

As far as future plays, they
all felt very strongly that "Marat/dc Sade" would be influential. Mrs. Wheeler thought that
in the next year there would
probably be a flock of imitations
of "Marat/dc Sade," but that
the ideas and techniques used
in it would be more generally/

influential. After "Marat/dc

Sade," the Theatre Company
will be doing John Arden's
"Armstrong's Last Goodnight"
which takes place in 16th century Scotland.
Last year they performed Arden's "Live Like Pigs" which
didn't particularly excite any Boston critics, but which was acclaimed in New York. There will
also be productions of two other
well-known plays during the next
year: Edward Albee's "Tiny

Alice,"

and

Bertolt

Brecht's

"Drums in the Night." Filling out
the rest of the season will be a
series of new plays.
The Theatre Company of Boston's production of "Marat/dc
Sade" has been extended through

November 27;
BC grad

student Bob Blaster imitates Jack Benny

chance to see it.

don't miss

the
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From Endzone to Medical School

Mike O'Neill
By Tom Sugrue
Associate Sports Editor

11

--- Varsity

Scholar

The rain was banging down on the wooden seats of Alumni Stadium as Joe
Marzetti lofted a pass into the air. Downfield a man in a maroon jersey with a
bright gold 85 painted on its back, broke behind his defender, took the pass in
full stride, and ran into the end zone for a touchdown. The game was against
VMI, the touchdown put BC in front 13-0, and the man who caught it, number
85, was Mike O'Neill, BC's big offensive end from Syracuse, N.Y.
Mike, a senior in A&S, describes the VMI game as the
biggest thrill in his athletic career. The touchdown was the
first he had scored in three years
of varsity play. And while Joe
Marzetti Was grabbing most of
the headlines for his fine varsity
debut, if was Mike's play many
observers felt, that was most responsible for bringing BC its first
victory this season.
Mike, who packs a muscular
200 pounds over his 62" frame,
began his football career at the
Christian Brothers Academy in
Syracuse. Besides playing end
football team,
on his schoc
he also playea basketball and
baseball, earning eight varsity
letters altogether. When in senior year he won All-State honors in football the college recruiters came running to his

door. Among his many offers into this semester. Recently he
became a member of Cross and
Mike was most seriously conCrown, the A&S honor society.
sidering, (besides Boston College) Dartmouth, Harvard, and
Mike naturally is disappoint,
Syracuse. Mike finally chose
ed
in the team's performance
BC because he says,"I liked
the town of Boston and was
to date but is not discouraged
impressed with the people,
about the remainder of the
both in the athletic and acaseason. "The spirit in pracdemic departments, I met tice," he says, "has been much
when I visited BC."
better the past two weeks, and
I'm
looking forward to four
In addition to playing end for
more wins and finishing the
Coach Jim Miller, Mike also dou- season with a winning record."
bles as a place-kicker. He hanAfter graduation Mike plans to
dles all the kick-off chores and
attend
medical school. He's not
is seven for seven in the extra
sure if he will pursue a specialty
point department this year.
but admits to having an interMike's achievements don't end est in the field of pediatrics. If
on the football field though. Car- he handles babies with those big
rying a pre-med major's tough hands of his as well as he hanschedule of courses, he's been a dles a football, Mr. Michael
consistent dean's list student and O'Neill will be quite a pediatribrings an 85 cumulative average cian indeed.

A. W. E. Strikes Again!
By Arlo Wilbur Engle
It has always been my feeling tic in the S.E.C. behind the
(hat good news should be shared. "Bear's" caviar-fed behemoths.
In keeping with this maxim of L.S.U. still doesn't fare that
stellar spirit, it is my pleasure to badly, massah, but the current
relate that the U.S. Selective status of the Tigers is someService System has decided to what akin to that of the old
give a professional draft defergray mare.
ment to gamefully employed football prognosticators. We are One of the best tilts of the day
placed in the bracket above nu- involves Syracuse and Perm
clear physicists, just behind dem- State, a couple of ballclubs that
are flying high. Our guess is that
ocrats.
the Nittany Lions' will get shot
Bill Elias' Navy boys aren't eli- down tomorrow.
gible for the draft, but they're
On the home front, at" least
fresh from a lopsided sltirrnish in part of
an air war looms, as our
the Irish Rebellion anyway. After Eagles
meet William & Mary, yet
(hat unnerving experience, Duke
another pass-oriented opponent. If
will look like Mankato St. to the
proper
Midshipmen. The Blue Devils time has healed its

wounds, the well-rested Maroon
will make it a ball
but & Gold should win with a good
grab the wrong end of the score.
defensive effort.
Alabama figures to clinch a
If Dan Devine says "Show me"
game,

MIKE O'NEILL

SO THERE...
TOM SUGRUE

tomorrow, he may wish he had
I know nobody asked me, but of all the little anstayed home to cut out paper noyances in the world, I can do most without
tigers. Colorado is coming to
?the hot dogs they sell at Alumni Stadium.
town with its eye on a national
?Harvard winning the Lambert Trophy over Syrranking, and Missouri figures to acuse this year (no Virginia, Bobby Leo and Vie Gatto
be the doormat.
are not as good as Floyd Little and Larry Csonka).
After a really swell perform?People who aren't sports fans to begin with tellance against Buffalo last week, ing me that baseball is dead.
the blushing Crusaders advance
?all preseason sports polls, in football, basketball,
to play Massachusetts in the of- hockey or girls' bean-bag tossing.
fensive battle of the century.
?the Knicks finishing in last place again this year
If either one of these clubs (although no matter where they finish they'll outdraw
scores, it will have to be by the Celtics at the gate?(Bostonians still have a frusmistake. Give it to the Purple trated love affair with the Bruins).
Si White; they make more mist
?more stories on Bobby Orr in the Boston papers
takes than the Massachusetts (remember George Scott).
electorate. And wake me up
?more stories on Lew Alcindor in national sports
when its over.
magazines explaining why Big Louie is the greatest

Will Notre Dame beat Pitt? Is thing to hit the hardcourt since sneakers.
the Pope Catholic? Is Leo Dur?BC losing to UMass or Holy Cross in football this
ocher bush? Can Wilt Chamber- year.
lain touch the rim? My friend,
?Keith Hochstein.
you gotta be puttin' me on.
?fighting to find your seat in Alumni Stadium
("Would you all mind shoving down just a little bit
more?")

?NFL doubleheaders on television the day before
a quarterly.
?ABC's Wide World of Sports, especially when
they feature demolition derby.
?being picked to win by Sports Illustrated. I've
heard of the Kiss of Death but those guys are uncanny.
?People who still blame the downfall of the football Giants on the Sam Huff trade.
?paying $1.40 for a six-pack of beer because the
guy who's serving you knows you're not 21.
?stories saying that Wilt Chamberlain is better
than Bill Russell?or vice-versa.
?the Los Angeles Dodgers winning the National
League pennant next year.
?Reading in the papers that Booth Lusteg, who
went to BC for four years but never played football,
now leads the AFL in scoring.
?bartenders you have to yell at to get a refill.
?playing St. Joe's in the Palestra (even this year).
?the practice of "redshirting" in college football,
whereby a player takes five years not to earn his diploma instead of the usual four.
?people counting BC out of the collegiate hockey
picture before the season even starts.
?tic ball games.
?any empty seats in Roberts Center this season.
?Keith Hochstein (love that boy!).
?hearing any more stories about Cassius Clay and
CHEER, YOU EAGLES
chorus BC's own cheerleaders. Included on the spirit team are front row, left to
right, Jane Egan, Peggy Grace, Janice Basile, Co-captain Betty Hughes, Ellen Welcome, Anne Colaguori and his Draft Board.
?NFL "Countdown To Kickoff \
Lawrence Cormier. Back row, same order, Bob Larsen, Dick Fitipatrick, Lou Bartenstein, Captain Eric Strapp,
Jay Martin, Bob Gunnip, Ed Croak and Richie Oeßusso.
?Quantico Marines on the BC basketball schedule.

...
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Eagles Plan Ambush
For Visiting Indians
By DAN CONNOLLY
Associate Sports Editor

Last year a pair of sophomore quarterbacks for William and Mary dealt
the Eagles fits?Dan Darragh and Mike Madden. Earlier this season the battle between the pair was resolved and Darragh was selected to start the season. Last
week he faded back to pass, was hit for an 11 yards loss and didn't play theremainder of the game.
Madden got his chance, just
177 yards and five touchdowns),
like last year at BC. Last year
but Chuck Albertson, 6-0, 194-pound senior left end. Albertson
he hit 6 of 11 passes for 117
yards and a touchdown. Last
has caught 43 passes for 464
yards and 2 touchdowns in filling
week against V.M.I. he hit 6 of
13 passes for 96 yards and three
in the hole left by George
touchdowns, all three to Ned
Pearce's graduation. Pearce set
Carr, a 6-0, 160-pound senior who
W&M records last season with
runs from the flankerback posi61 catches for 796 yards and six
tion.
touchdowns.
With Darragh healed, the InChip Voting, a 5-10, 162dians will have that same pair
-pound junior right safety, has
ready for the Eagles a second
led the defense with five interyear in a row.
ceptions which he has returned
But the Indians are not just
118 yards including one touchDICK
KRONER
Photo by Ed Amento two quarterbacks. They are a
down.
right.
gives
HE MUST BE SAVIN©
Soccer coach Al Rufe
something
ent. They were picked before
solid team that is leading the
his boys a few words of advice. They worked too, as the team won two
the season to be just where
There have been a few changSouthern
Conference
at
presgames this past week.
they are now, but they had a es for the Eagles over the last
rough start being tied by East two weeks. The most noticeable
Carolina 7-7, and losing to West of these are starting assignments
Virginia 24-13. Since then they for Jim Kavanaugh (left end),
Dick Kroner (middle guard),
have been very successful except for a minor run-in with and Jim Garofalo (right linebacker). Barry Gallup, the top
Navy at Annapolis (a phenomenon that is ail too familiar pass catcher for the Eagles this
to us) in which they came out season with 11 catches and 157
on the short end of a 21-0 yards, will move to the other
By Reid Oslin
side of the line as the starting
score.
Sports Editor
left defensive end.
The running for the Indians
The football season is only a little more than half completed, but the grow- has fallen to Marty Fuller, a 6-1, The big feature this weekend
ing community of basketball fans at Boston College are already counting the min- 202-pound sophomore fullback, will be the ABC television cant
since Terry Morton, another eras at Alumni Stadium. The
utes until the opening tap.
sophomore tailback, was injured game is being aired in the New
The anticipation started last Kvancz or Bill Evans will be
"We've got a good team and early in the season. Fuller has England
area and in Eastern
March after BC was eliminated tabbed to start.
good potential," Cousy said, but gained 442 yards in 119 carries, Virginia with Bob Gallagher and
by Villanova 86-85 in the second
There are three sophomores I think that it's unrealistic to put good for a 3.7 average and three Bob Anderson
handling the
round of the National Invitational on this year's team. Driscoll
broadcasting.
us
that high at this point. How- touchdowns.
Remember
the
Tournament, and really got roll- and Evans are sure of seeing
target has game is starting at 2:15 instead
Darragh's
favorite
if
the
team
we
ever,
materializes
ing when practice for the 1966-67 plenty of action, while forward
not been Carr (13 receptions for of the usual 1:30 kickoff time.
season started several weeks ago. Jim King will be used primarily could be in the top ten by midseason."
This enthusiasm has a solid as a substitute.
base. Coach Bob Cousy greeted Cousy feels that all three boys
The coach continued, "We
a strong, experienced and well- should contribute to the team, but
conditioned team at the practice as he said, "It's a big jump from can perform as well or better
than last year, but a good part
opener.
freshman to varsity ball.
Heading the list is Captain
of whether we have a good sea"Evans will be in a more critiTickets will go on sale NoOn October 24, 1966, the CamWillie Wolters, the 6-8 center
cal spot, because we'll be using son or a great season will de- pus Council gave official appro- vember 21, at noon. The cost of
who has led the team in rehim almost immedately with pend on both Wolters and Adei- val to the Oourtside Club of Bosthe student season ticket is $11
bounds for th& past two seaKvancz as a playmaker. We can man. Both boys have the abil- ton College. The' Oourtside Club plus the following stubs: 2, 4,
assortgood
sons. He has a
very
coachbring the others along a little ity, and both are
ment of shots from inside,
has 'been organized to unify all 5, 10, 11, 12, 15, 17, 19, 20, and
able."
slowly because of the backmore
ppg
supporters of BC basketball into 21. Tickets will start in secshown in his 14
scoring avup help we have in the other posiThe season's first game isn't a well-mannered group of root- jtion '15' and will then proceed
erage last season.
tions."
Willie is one of the top defenuntil December 1 (against the ers The only prerequisite for in both directions until all stuon
a
players
polls
picked
sive
the club and
Pre-season
have
Quantico Marines), but many of membership in the Oourtside Club dents who are interested in
solid choice to repeat on the All- this year's BC team to be one of BC's new fans have been attend- is the purchase of a student sea- buying this season ticket have
East team this year.
the best in both the East and the ing the daily practice sessions, son ticket, yes, a student season been satisfied. All tickets will
Leading the offensive attack country. Dell Sports, a national and last week, a group of stu- ticket. This year, the A. A. is be sold cm a first come, first
will be 6-5 junior forward Steve basketball magazine, picked the dents erected a sign in Roberts going to sell a season ticket for serve basis, with no more than
Adelman. Steve is another can- Eagles as the fifth best team in Center that read simply: "Beat all our home games to any BC five season tickets being sold to
any one individual. Since this
students who desire one.
didate for All-East honors with a the nation.
Providence."
is a season ticket for all eleven
horjr>-finding hook and jumper.
home games, season tickets
He became a starter halfway
will be sold only prior to December 1.
The individual student who becomes a member of the Courtside Club will be assured of having the same ticket for every
home game. This means that
Tuesday it was Frank Mwaura you
The Soccer Club closed out their ground as Roman Martinez fed
will not be forced to wait in
home season undefeated with two Skip Gostyla for two goals.
returning to scoring form as the line to purchase your ticket for
In the Nasson game on Saturmore victories this past week. The
Eagles won 3-1 in a game for each game.
victories were over two Maine day, Bill Plunkett, BC goalie,
easier than the scored admitted.
What about dates? The only
teams: Nasson bowed 2-1 on Sat- punted the ball high and long to
Frank
scored on assists from
feasible answer is that any
urday and St. Francis retreated Skip Gostyla just halfway into the
member of the Courtside Club
3-1 on Tuesday. Just before that offensive zone. Skip then put it in Charlie Ponera and Alonso Vilwho wants to bring a date will
the Club was smashed by a strong the nets at 11:52 for a 1-0 lead. legas to put BC ahead 2-0. Tony
COACH 808 COUSY
have to trade in his regular
Assumption team, 6-2, in Worces- The team held on desperately unGarofalo converted a Gostyla
season ticket for that game to
through last season, and poured ter on Thursday, October 27.
fourth
quarter
15:42
of
the
when
til
pass in front of the goal at
the A.A. in exchange for a regin the points at a 30-per-game
At Assumption the GreyJens Riis scored his eleventh goal
18:41 of the third period to give ular ticket and the purchase of
clip for the rest of the way.
hounds got off to a quick 2-0 of the season for Nasson. He conthe lead they needed.
another ticket.
The other forward spot is up for lead in the first six minutes as verted a penalty kick, only to have the Eagles
There will be an open meeting
grabs between 6-8 junior Jim Felix Esparza, who had 15 goals his efforts nullified at 20:34 when
are
at
Eagles
Tomorrow the
Kissane and 6-7 soph Terry Dris- for the season, hit for two. The the Eagles were given a penalty Salem St. College before closing for anyone interested in finding
coll.
Assumption team then moved kick. Gostyla easily scored for out against Holy Cross next Wed- out more about the Oourtside
In the backcourt, defensive ace ahead 4-0 by the half. The sechis twentieth goal of the season nesday and Stonehill the following Club on November 15, at 6:30, in
Cushing 1,
Steve Kelleher and either Jack cond half the Eagles held their and the winning goal of the game. Sunday
both on the road.

...

Fans In Countdown
For B-Ball Opener

Courtside Club Sets
Season Ticket Sale

Soccer Team Notches
Two More Victories

?

